Virtual Labs (LUapps)

LUapps is Lehigh's implementation of "software virtualization", and provides access to a large number of University-licensed Windows applications by making them available through remote access to virtual machines running on network servers. This allows the applications to be by any Lehigh user from a wide variety of devices without having to install it locally.

- Get started right away: [https://go.lehigh.edu/luapps](https://go.lehigh.edu/luapps).
- Detailed information and instructions: [https://lts.lehigh.edu/technology/luapps-virtual-software](https://lts.lehigh.edu/technology/luapps-virtual-software)

Currently, LUapps is implemented in [AWS (LUapps, powered by AWS)](https://lts.lehigh.edu/technology/luapps-virtual-software)

- FAQ: LUapps
- Kumo Setup and Use
- LUapps Software List
- Using Course Site in LUapps

Report problems to the LTS Help Desk, noting the software package you are using and the details of the problem that is occurring.